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Editors
Note:
I don’t have anything particular to
say here—other
than thanks to whoever pointed out
this article from
Time Out magazine
to me! Oh and I
reckon this issue
sets a new record
for lateness!
Helena Rosiecka

2016 Dig dates:
16th/17th Jan
Chelmer and Blackwater Canal, Paper Mill Lock
6th/7th Feb

Thames and Severn Canal, Wallbridge

27th/28th Feb

Wey and Arun Canal, Compasses Bridge

19th/20th Mar

Grantham Canal, Woolsthorpe

16th17th Apr

Birmingham Canal Navigations, Clean-Up

7th/8th May

Chesterfield Canal, Staveley

18th/19th Jun

Shrewsbury and Newport, Forton

9th/10th Jul

Cotswolds, Bowbridge and Wallbridge Locks
(with KESCRG)

6th/7th Aug

Wey and Arun, Compasses Bridge

3rd/4th Sep

Wey and Arun, Compasses Bridge

24th/25th Sep

Litchfield, Summerhill and Darnford Park

15th/16th Oct

Shrewsbury and Newport, Uffington Scrub Bash

5th/6th Nov

Chesterfield Canal, multiple sites (WRG reunion)

29th/21st Nov

Shropshire Canal, Blists Hill Museum Scrub bash
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4/5TH JULY 2015
(ASHBY DE LA
ZOUCH)
It being the first week of canal
camps, it seemed that making the
July dig a joint affair would be a
great idea as LWRG would be
without their van, and several
Kescrg regulars were priorly committed - so having the Kescrg trailer, tools and catering kit and a
combined workforce would make a
lot of sense.
The early summer digs are often a
good opportunity to kick-start a
project that will be receiving the
attention of a WRG summer camp
or two, and bridge 62 was exactly
one of those projects. In the last
couple of years the local trust have
extended the navigable length of
the canal by several 100 yards
from the old limit of navigation just
before the former pumping station
up to the first main obstruction –
an old farm crossing whose bridge
had long since disappeared.

So, come Friday night about 16 or
so arrived, including Ed Walker with
the trailer, at the church hall in
Measham and we meandered up
the hill to the pub. One of the
nights (I think it was the first) there
was an almighty thunderstorm, with
one strike so close that we were
surprised to see the neighbouring
church’s lightening conductors intact in the morning.
Anyway, we headed to site bright
and early on Saturday morning, and
here things started to become a
little unstuck… unfortunately the
night before the contractor’s compound had been broken into, and a
fair amount of stuff had been
nicked. Since the site was still under their control, we had to do a
formal site induction- and with the
foreman already not in too great a
mood, this became the mother of all
box ticking exercises – but to be
fair, if I am ever digging up a public

Contractors had been tasked with
creating a concrete box culvert for
the new bridge, which was to be
clad with original bricks by volunteers over the two planned summer camps. The contractor’s work
was not yet finished, but our task
was to gather and clean bricks,
and to start the brick-laying on the
two completed wing walls so the
camps could hit the ground running with the courses set out and a
stack of cleaned bricks ready to
go.
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Eli treated us to a fantastic dinner
on Saturday evening, and since we
had to be packed up and out of the
accommodation by 9am on Sunday
morning (which we managed, all
except for a trifle which was left
forgotten in the fridge…) we were
back on site and making progress
in good time, Digger having arrived
to take over trailer duties from Ed.
The weather for the weekend was
sunny and hot – and our orange
high-vis proved completely irresistible to the swarms of bugs living in
the fields. So despite lots of itching
and scratching, by the end of the
weekend we had made good progress on both wing walls, having
got above final ground level so the
contractors could re-profile the
ground to the final level on the towpath side.
highway I am now fully aware of the
dangers of buried services. Quite
why fully sleeved orange high-vis
jackets are so vastly superior to yellow vests, however, escaped me. I
think by the end of the weekend
though we had convinced him that
we really were to be trusted on his
site, so we won’t dwell on it…

My thanks to all who came – to Eli
for cooking, Ed and Digger for towing, Pete and Bob for knowing what
they were doing (they were leading
the WRG
Camps, so
knew the
technical details!) and the
rest for getting
generally
stuck in. Marvellous!

Once finally on site, we started to
make progress with laying concrete
blocks below ground level and the
interesting local ‘Wilkes’ Gob’ bricks
once we got above the final ground
profile. These bricks are nearly
twice the size of ‘normal’ bricks, and
were made by Joseph Wilkes (local
industrialist and one-time treasurer
of the Ashby canal) in Measham in
the late 18th Century to mitigate the
brick-tax in force at the time.

Steve Davis
(Images: Alan
Lines)
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8/9TH AUGUST 2015
(BASINGSTOKE)
Working on Deepcut flight,
repairing and creating lock
quadrants for lock 23. Much
of the work was risk assessed to not require hard
hats.—which in the summer
heat was a relief.

(Images:
Alan
Lines)
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12/13TH SEPTEMBER 2015
(THAMES AND SEVERN WALLBRIDGE LOCK)
I have been remiss in ensuring that
there are dig reports each month so
this is a “brief” report. In advance of
the dig it was thought that the work
may have related to the below article from Stroud News published prior to the dig:

However, unscrupulous harvesting of the
contents of Facebook
suggest s that a wider
variety of work was
undertaken, that bacon was consumed
and that Paul has a
lot of explaining to
do...

Fran was also happy to share her newfound bricklaying wisdom: “I was taught bricklaying today. I was taught two additional things to the practicalities, one - the mortar will always
be too dry or too wet and two - you can always blame the
people who lay the courses below yours for any difficulties in
getting them straight.”
She went on to add: “Jon showing someone who is leading
a dig soon around the site and discussing jobs that need to
be done mentioned those who like sitting around cleaning
6

bricks and 'gassing'. I gave him a stern look as those belching old men never go near the poor old bricks. I cleaned
some and Leslie cleaned some and then I worried they
weren't properly straight and learnt a third lesson of bricklaying, that the old bricks are uneven and what the spirit level
says, depends on where you put it. “

Iain added “Thanks for
a good weekend Peter
Fleming and all.. and
naughty Rob, staying
up after his bedtime to
finish the longest thinnest jigsaw.”
(Images: Alan Lines)
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Colin W, Nadine, Sue Blake, Peter F, Martin L, Tim Lewis, Laura
and Joe;Adrian Crow, Fran Burrell, Sophie Smith; from Dorset
myself and Colin on his first London WRG but not his first visit to
Newport, which was lucky as finding the site was quite a challenge.

3RD/4TH OCTOBER
2015 (SHREWSBURY
AND NEWPORT)

Snails and Frogs
at Forton

The site itself was not the Meretown (?) site but Forton, which
was a bit further along and had a
section privately owned that we
weren’t allowed on ( don’t go under the bridge) and a really picturesque aquaduct behind the brambles.

Bernie ( the local) met Martin
Danks at the accom ( which was
the lesisure centre of the school,
Burton Borough ( ?) in Newport.
This was a very nice place to lay
our heads (if a wee bit cosy) and
quite a few commented on how
they liked sleeping in the kitchen
(as t’were) and being awakened
by the ever willing and able Paul
and Colin W combo. Thanks
guys. Good job, as ever.

There were plenty of other folk on
hand that are members of the
S&N canal trust ( ?) and Bernie
was the model of ‘how to be a
good local’. He was welcoming,
appreciative, informed, and extremely knowledgeable.

I myself had a much better night
in the ‘viewing area’ on the 2nd
night. And there were showers!
Some of which had warm water!

The Bentonite team got cracking
pretty smartish and must ‘ve got
through about 4 ( or more) of

Sophie was leading and also
cook, with myself as sous chef in
the chopping and
peeling Dept. Food
was both plentiful
and delicious, as
always with Sophie i/
c.
Those present: The
three St Helens’s
ladies who were on
the site before; David M, Alan, Inka,
George Rogers,
Paul, Martin Danks,
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Although we did find a wee ‘frog
town’ made in the bank. Fran was
gently relocating them on Saturday.....when she discovered they
had all returned on Sunday the
relocation was not quite so gentle!!!

those massive rolls cos we burned
the inner cores on the fires. There
was pointing on the wing walls
under the bridge, some extensive
strimming and scrub bashing,
some ivy removal with ladders and
that, and two big bonfires got going really admirably efficiently I
must say.

A really lovely weekend with sun
shining and warmth, both from
pals and from the weather. Hurrah!

Alan also did some strimming.
There were many snails and frogs
- many more than the average
canal heretofore experienced ..
what this was down to I can’t say.

Verity Taster
(Images: Alan Lines and Tim Lewis)

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
One thing we particularly like about the Somersetshire Coal Canal
Society is the way they’ve taken the trouble to acknowledge London WRG’s contributions by naming the restored bits of canal after our regular volunteers. Hence this summer they’re reopening
Paulton Basin and Timsbury Basin. Rumour has it that next on the
list for rewatering will be Martinsworth Wharf and Sophiesbury
Quay.
Sure, the Montgomery have had a half-arsed attempt at the same
thing with Fran(k)ton Locks, as have the Wey & Arun at Pet(e)
worth, but it’s not quite the same, is it?
Martin Ludgate
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culvert out of sandbags with a concrete mix in so that when they absorbed water they would then set
and form a solid wall. This job required Fran, Joe, Inka and others to
spend much of the weekend filling
sandbags with the concrete mix for
them. This involved an innovative
use of a traffic cone.

24/25TH OCTOBER
2015 (WEY AND
ARUN - DUNSFOLD)
Stupidly I agreed to lead this dig
and then to write up the dig report
afterwards, its now 10th January
2017 and my memory may not be
up to the task. However, it is still
one of the most recent times I have
been on site so I have a chance.
My lovely husband agreed to cook
and babysit during the day so the
baby was seen to. We even had
our own room at the back of the
accommodation so that Rozalia
crying in the night wouldn’t disturb
anyone else.

After they finished that task
they pressure
washed loads
of supplies the
contractors
had let get
quite dirty—
hopefully helping preserve
them for future
use. We also
built a scaffolding bridge across a
soil damn in the cut - increasing
ease of access to the far bank.

We had an impressive list of tasks
to work our way through and the
satisfaction of seeing them wiped
off the white board in the site hut
one by one over the weekend. The
only thing left at the end was finishing off the scrub bashing (as we
didn’t fancy dealing with the asbestos scattered about the place).
RAF
Martin
had fun
constructing
a sample
wall with
corners
as seen
to the
left.

I spent the majority of the weekend
digging holes and filling them in
again. This was remarkably satisfying and I got into a bit of a competition with Martin L over who could
find the most interesting stuff in
their hole. The aim being to find the

Paul, Colin and some others built a
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utility pipes and wires so that they
weren’t accidentally damaged in
the process of restoring the canal.
We were led into a false sense of
the ease of the job for the first few
holes dug into the soft soil on the
airfield side of the canal where we
soon found the required pipework
(and some random wires beside)
with only a little extension of the
original trenches dug.

LWRG Half-AGM Minutes
(25th Oct 2015)
Present:
Tim L, Adrian S, Martin T, Matin L,
Inka, Alan L, Joe A, Laura, Helena, Rozalia and Krzysiek, Paul I,
Fran B, David S
Dig dates:
Dates for the rest of the year were
confirmed and dates for next year
proposed. Suggestions for locations were also taken—see page 2
for details of 2016 dates.

However, the second batch
proved a bigger challenge involving Adrian S giving us a hand
breaking up the tarmac surface
with the digger. He was doing
other useful things with the digger
the rest of the weekend—but I
admit I don’t really know what.
This second batch of holes involved digging through more rubble than soil, but even these holes
eventually provided answers (with
a lot more extending and a greater
depth) - with the last hole yielding
a plethora of utility pipes just as
we were packing up to leave on
Sunday.

Equipment:
Pete F to organise purchase of
Stanley knives, dust masks,
gloves, and wire brushes. Pete F
also to arrange for LWRG to be
printed on the hi-vis to make the
group more visible.
Any other business:
It was agreed that we are maintaining an adequate number of
volunteers. Business cards have
been produced and there is a supply in the van. These can be given
out to potential volunteers and local canal society representatives.
Paul I and Fran B agreed to help
Helena get dig reports as she is
not often on digs anymore. Helena will continue to produce LWRG
News. LWRG funds are currently
okay with no need for extra fundraising. It was agreed to keep the
cost at £10 per dig.

All in all I had a lovely time and
really enjoyed being able to be
useful on site. And the rest of
LWRG can’t have minded having
a baby there as I saw more than
one person playing catch with her
(and Adrian S was even seen
playing with her tool kit without
her!)
Helena Rosiecka

A DIG REPORT FOR THE 2015
WRG REUNION CAN BE FOUND
IN NAVVIES.

(Images: Tim Lewis)
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21/22ND NOVEMBER 2015 (THAMES AND
MEDWAY)
Although we as a group haven’t been great at producing dig reports the
local groups have come to our aid with articles to plagiarise...
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5/6TH DECEMBER
2015 (THAMES AND
SEVERN - BOWBRIDGE)
Joint ‘Christmas dig’ with
KESCRG
Cooks: Ellie, Jo, Rowena, Anne
Present: Mick L, Steve D, Paul,
Fran, Martin Danks, Nigel Lee,
Alan useful, David M, Roy, Pete
Fleming, Mark2, Jo, Laura, Inka,
Tim Lewis, Martin Ludgate, Two
new guys, Malcolm and Tim?,
Richard W, Bobby, Adam Diggs,
Richard T, Martin RAF, Helen Dobbie, and some other KESCRG
peeps.
Work: Chop down undergrowth
and trees on the ‘far side’ ( inaccessible) steep, convert to goats
and be super Ninja or have wellies
and wade at Walbridge near the
canal centre but further down towards town centre, anyway work
proceeds apace.
At Walbridge clean bricks: me and
a few other lovelies Lay bricks:
Fran and Paul Clear debris Danks,
Dobbie, Thomas Paul came and
showed us how to open the garage door thingy using a long attachment on a hand held battery
powered drill/power tool. This was
a Heath Robinson moment worthy
of an award. He said make sure
the drill is charged every night or
we can’t open the door and then
we can’t charge the drill. So then
we wouldn’t be able to open the
garage and .. and so on, ad infini-

tum. And make sure the drill isn’t
locked *into* the garage or you’d
never be able to get the door
open. Ever again.
Other mysteries: The toilets are
behind a locked door, but also the
Ladies toilet is behind another
locked door and you have to go
back and find that key and then
lock it and put the key back. It’s all
very Alice in Wonderland. I marvelled at this and other evidences
of how Men differ from Women.
For example: Paul took us to show
us the work ( cutting brush on the
‘far side’); but didn’t tell us to put
our tools down on the other side
from the lock gates first, so we
( with Roy) took all the bow saws,
pruners, forks and what not and
rakes and tromped about 500
yards down to the next bridge,
wondering why we’d taken the
tools with us. It was fun wondering
how we were going to get across.
If we had no wellies. Which we
didn’t.
The work seemed to be mainly
balancing and trying to cut twigs
off to stop them snagging on boats
going past, which were a LONG
way from arriving and the trees
would have re-grown by then. We
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but they made up for it by doing a
wonderful team charade: The
Great Escape was my favourite I
think. And thank you and well
done Martin Ludgate for doing the
quiz, I love a quiz.

weren’t allowed a fire so the twigs
and branches were piled up in the
middle of the canal on top of the
reeds and weeds. I call this
‘making two jobs out of one’. But
hey, I’m not complaining. It was
fun being with my pals.

Next day was more of the same
work but weather was atrocious
and some folk felt slightly fragile
from the night before, weirdly. Too
much Christmas pud, ‘appen. I
think I might have forgotten some
names as it seems so long ago,
but check the photos for others.. A
superfab weekend with yummy
scoff,extra lovely folks and dressing up too! What’s not to like.

I went and bought a scutch hammer from Travis Perkins. My very
own scutch hammer! I wrote my
name on it. We call this
*dedication*. Myself and a few other dedicated folk now cleaned
bricks for the rest of the day.
Meanwhile Fran and the real
skilled folk did a sterling job actually laying bricks and sorting out the
detritus on the site of the lock. And
there were a select band of
‘forestry’ who get all kitted up in
orange and make chain saw noises. They went somewhere else.

Thank you everyone for coming,
the cooks for a wonderful meal, to
Tim for organising and Jon P for
letting us come and play.
Verity Taster

On arriving back at Brimscombe
( we walked back, but due to a
diversion this took a LONG time)
we had a super scoffy dinner
( thanks cooks, and thanks for the
lunch time treats, including fab
soup) and I dressed up as the Lion
King and Joe was Tinker, Tailor
Soldier Spy and Laura was Mad
Hatter and Fran was the caterpillar
( both from Alice) and Helen was a
dragon and Paul was Battle of Britain and everybody had a wonderful time but they got cross cos myself and Richard W knew all the
answers on the quiz ( pretty
much ) and ended up doing most
of the charades as we were good
guessers ; so that ended up being
a bit unfair or boring for the others

(Images: Tim Lewis)
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For those who couldn’t make it to the Christmas dig—enjoy guessing
who was dressed up as what!

Who to contact:
London WRG Chairman:
♦ Tim Lewis
♦ 5 Herongate Road,
Wansted, London, E12 5EJ
♦ london@wrg.org.uk
♦ 078 0251 8094

Enquiries:
♦ Martin Ludgate and
Lesley McFayden
♦ 35 Sylvester Road, London,
SE22 9PB
♦ martin.ludgate@wrg.org.uk
London WRG News Editor
♦ Helena Rosiecka
♦ 52 Privett Road, Fareham,
Hampshire, PO15 6SP
♦ hmrosiecka@gmail.com
♦ 079 8180 6336
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